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Enigma 
Rethinking Anarchy: Direct action, 
autonomy, self-management by Carlos 
Taibo 

The first book translated into English by well-
known Spanish social theorist Carlos 
Taibo. Rethinking Anarchy is both an intro-

duction to and in-depth interrogation of anarchism 
as political philosophy and political strategy. Taibo 
introduces the basic tenets of anarchism at the same 
time that he engages the debates around each, pro-
ducing a book that will appeal to both beginners and 
readers with extensive knowledge of this insurgent 
political movement. Questioning "classical" anarch-
ist thought, while refusing to reject any of it out-
right, Rethinking Anarchy offers a fresh and radical 
perspective, steeped in tradition but addressing con-
temporary needs. 
Covering topics as varied as the nature of the State, 
the shortcomings of representative democracy, and 
how anarchism relates to feminism, environmental-
ism, and antimilitarism, this edition includes an epi-
logue that looks at the failure of recent electoral 
"victories" in Europe to guarantee any real form of 
social change.

Empty Cup 
Ubik by Philip K Dick 

The world of warring psychic agencies is a 
cut-throat one. Joe Chip realises just how 
savage it can get when his boss, Glen 

Runciter, is murdered in an explosion while on 
the biggest job of his career. Glen’s employees 
struggle in the aftermath, but their problems are 
only just beginning. 
Why are they receiving impossible cryptic mes-
sages from their dead boss? Why does reality ap-
pear to be collapsing around them? And does it 
have anything to do with their newest colleague, 
a girl with a psi talent unlike anything they’ve 
ever seen? 
Ubik is perhaps the culmination of Dick’s key 
obsessions: false identity, the fight against en-
tropy, the breakdown of reality. The book, as SF 
author and leading Dick-Head Kim Stanley 
Robinson writes, is itself a reflection of Dick’s 
own exhausted experience of the tumultuous 
1960s: the real world seemed impossible, mad-
dening, and Ubik’s satire of a universe falling 
into pieces makes it one of Dick’s most sophistic-
ated works. 

Librarian’s Corner

Enthusiasm 
The Beatles Lyrics: The Unseen Story 
Behind Their Music, by Hunter Davies 
and The Beatles 

Over 100 handwritten manuscripts of the 
Beatles' original lyrics, tracked down from 
friends of the band, museums, universities 

and collectors. 
Hunter Davies, author of the only authorised bio-
graphy of the Beatles, worked with the band in their 
heyday. Here he reveals each song's context with 
vivid behind-the-scenes stories and gives a unique 
insight into the creative process of the world's 
greatest songwriters. From 'Yesterday' and 'Eleanor 
Rigby' to 'Yellow Submarine', The Beatles Lyrics is 
the definitive story of the band, uniquely told 
through their music. 

Your innermost thoughts are prey to 
unscrupulous psychics. Do you have vi-

tal information that needs to stay 
secret? Whether that’s sensitive data on 
your latest business venture or the de-
tails of an extramarital affair, Runciter 

Associates are here to protect your pri-
vacy! For a modest fee our expert team 

of ‘inertias’ can nullify any malicious 
psychic intent, making your private life 

truly private. Contact us today!
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Long ago I worked as a ‘bush artist’ in the remote Aboriginal 
communities of Central Australia. Unlike missionaries, 
anthropologists or government officials – who all want to take or 
control – our brief was to make a bridge between cultures through 
music, story, clowning and art.

It was a privilege to step into the lives of these indigenous 
Australians where they still live on their land, speak their tribal 
languages, hunt and gather, visit their sacred sites, tell their stories 
and initiate their young. At least they did then, nearly forty years 
ago. But the elders were already worried that the youth were 
drifting away from the old ways, drawn by cars, town, alcohol 
and the cheap thrills of western society. A forty-thousand-year-old 
culture was facing oblivion in a generation. Why would the old 
ones not weep? To see their ancestors forgotten, their sacred lands 
untended, the way of the Dreaming lost.

I was moved by the nobility, dignity and wisdom of the people I’d 
met. They listened to each other and spoke their truth. It made me 
wonder, what was my truth in all this? We white Australians, they 
reckoned, had no Dreaming. And it was true. We’d left the lands of 
our ancestors and had no time-honoured spiritual connection to 
this new country. We didn’t know the stories of how the land came 
alive, of the ways to the transcendent and eternal. We could not 
tap those ancient powers.

Ok, I thought, what if it was possible to rediscover that practice… 
for me, for my ancestors, on my land? The question was, where is 
that? I came back to Britain and found that five generations back 
my mother’s people were from John O’Groats, my father’s from 
Land’s End. The two far corners of the British Isles. In my being I 
was a genetic bridge between these two extremities. Not only that, 
I was born in Australia. The other side of the planet, the last part of 
the world to be mapped by European explorers, the down under 
of Down Under. Another bridge…

I came to North Wales. I had step-family connections here. As 
a child I’d been happiest on my step grandparents’ farm in the 
Conwy Valley. On my return I followed clues, signs and omens that 
led me to the small farm that would become Cae Mabon. I had no 
money, no job and no accounts. But I had a vision. Now, thirty-five 

years later, it has become what some regard as the most druid-like 
place on the planet. 

During those years I’ve been on a quest for sacred land, ancient 
story, spiritual meaning… what you might call ‘the white man’s 
dreaming’. This led me to work as a storyteller in more than fifty 
sacred and historic sites in England and Wales. And for 25 years, 
Hugh Lupton, the renowned storyteller, and I have run annual 
retreats for storytellers on ‘storytelling and the mythological 
landscape’. We’ve delved into the oral traditions of these islands, 
from the hunter-gatherers to the coming of literacy and the 
Industrial Revolution. Twice. And we’ve explored the stunning 
sacred landscapes of Eryri, Môn and Penllyn. 

The first Australians go on walkabout, following the songlines, 
performing ceremonies in each sacred site along the way, keeping 
the spirit of the Dreamtime alive. They wear masks, paint their 
bodies, rhythmically clap and chant the stories, stamp the ground 
and dance. In so doing they become, they say, ‘who they were at 
the beginning of time’. This ceremonial ‘business’ reinvigorates 
the land and charges the participants with sacred power.

Next week we’re going to do that here. We’re going to make a 
pilgrimage – go on walkabout – along what I consider the most 
mythically rich twenty miles in Britain: the Nantlle Valley songline. 
We’ll start at Dinas Dinlle, a hillfort by the sea, and sink into the tale 
of Math, the Bear King, the Fourth Branch of the Mabinogion. Higher 
up the valley we’ll honour Mabon son of Modron, Great Son of the 
Great Mother, who, according to the Stanzas of the Graves, was 
invoked there. The Ancient Animals will help us find him. Through 
the Pass of Drws y Coed, Door to the Wood, we’ll enter the inner 
world of Eryri and feel the mysterious presence of the Twlwyth 
Teg, the fairy people, whose tales abound here. We’ll pay homage 
to Yr Wyddfa, Snowdon, the sacred mountain, climb Yr Aran, the 
perfect peak, descend through the Valley of the Wolves to the Fort of 
Fiery Higher Powers, once known as the strongest place in the land. 
Ceridwen came here, it’s said, to get the recipe for inspiration. It’s 
where the young Merlin uttered an immortal prophecy. There we’ll 
make ceremony and listen to what the ancient powers have to say.

We won’t be lost. We’ll be mything in action.

Mything in Action
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Glitch experiment 9(a)

Choose a familiar room with some objects in 
it, and find a comfortable place to sit in 
that room.  Look at one of the objects.  Look 
at a specific point.  Be precise.  Gather all 
your attention on the object.  Allow your 
labelling facility to name it.  For example, 
you might move your eyes to look at a lamp, 
then you may find at takes a little time to 
gather all your attention on it.  Perhaps a 
moment more for your labelling facility to 
attach the label 'lamp'.  Once you have done 
that, progress to another object and repeat: 
look at it precisely, gather all your 
attention on it, label it.  Then another.  Keep 
going, including objects in different 
directions all around the room.  As you 
continue, accelerate in small increments 
until you are following the process as 
described as fast as you comfortably can.  
Notice a moment when you feel enhanced, and 
stop at that point.

Glitch experiment 9(b)

Now allow your eyes to relax, your gaze to 
remain still and steady, level and to the 
front.  Allow your attention to expand 
outwards until it encompasses your whole 
visual field, all the way to the edges.  See 
your visual field as whole and singular, and 
look without labelling any objects.  If your 
labelling facility seems to have some 
independent momentum from the earlier 
exercise that's fine: notice it, and allow it 
to subside.  After you have been able to look 
without labelling for a while, with your 
attention spread over the whole image, turn 
your attention to the machine's process of 
looking: to the looking itself.  Maintain 
your attention on the looking function of 
the machine as it is occurring.  Finish when 
satisfied with your results.

Glitch experiment 9(c)

Walk around the room for a bit.  Do five 
minutes of face stretches [see glitch 
experiment 1(a)].  Do some flops; enough that 
you are not sure how many you have done [see  
8(a)].  Jabber unword syllables, then shake 
like a wet dog [see 5(d)].

Glitch experiment 9(d)

Sit back down in the same place.  Look at an 
object.  Be precise.  Gather all your 
attention on it.  This time, reach out and 
feel it, just with your attention.  Don't move 
physically, but feel its texture, its weight, 
and its temperature.  For example, look at a 
glass, gather all your attention on it.  Sense 

its smooth texture, notice the heft of it, the 
coolness of its surface.  Release the object 
and withdraw your attention from it.  Turn 
to another object and repeat.  Look at it, put 
your attention on it, reach out and feel its 
texture, weight and temperature, then 
withdraw.  Keep going, sensing objects in 
different directions all around the room, 
one at a time.  Take your time to notice and 
appreciate the way each object feels before 
moving on.  Stop when you sense the task is 
complete.  Rest and just breathe for a while.

Glitch experiment 9(e)

Remain sitting in the same location.  Close 
your eyes, and visualise the room as if your 
eyelids were transparent.  Repeat the 
previous experiment, with eyes closed.  Look 
at one of the objects with closed eyes.  Be 
precise.  Gather all your attention on it. 
Keep your eyes closed and resist opening 
them to 'check'.  Trust the veracity of your 
eyes-closed perceptions.  Notice the details 
of the object: its size, shape, and colour.  
Without moving, reach out and feel its 
texture, its weight, and its temperature.  
Withdraw and move on to another object.

Glitch experiment 9(f)

Open the eyes again.  Keep the head still, 
relax the jaw letting your mouth hang open, 
breathe through the mouth, and on every 
exhale say 'Ah!'.  Moving just your eyes, look 
down as far as you can and and hold them 
there for seven breaths.  Then, only moving 
your eyes, look up as far as you can and keep 
them there for another seven breaths.  
Then the same to the far left, and finally the 
same to the far right.  Relax your eyes and 
breathe normally.

Glitch experiment 9(g)

Choose an object, and look at it.  Be precise.  
Gather all your attention on the object.  
Notice your perspective looking at the 
object of your attention.  Now let it flip, and 
see your body from the perspective of that 
object, as that object would see you.  Gather 
all your attention on seeing your body from 
the location of the object.  See it in clear 
detail from that position.  Then flip it back. 
See the object once again, from the 
perspective of your body.  Blink a few times, 
then pick another object and repeat.  After 
you have done this with several objects, get 
up and physically move your body around the 
room, to touch each of the objects you 
inhabited.  When you touch them, be slow and 
deliberate.  Linger with each, take the time 
to know it.

[These experiments are invitations, which you may choose to accept at your own risk.  You 
are responsible for your own wellbeing.  Don't hurt yourself, but don't use that as an  

excuse for inaction.  You are the authority, but you may not be what you think you are.  
For entertainment purposes only.]

For more experiments and tech support email lab@glitchexperiments.com
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Hare
God of

a Pataphysical Universe
introduced Barry to Jarry

who became famous at 23
for writing Ubu Roi

Hare and Ubu
Shit-Stirring

Twisters

Hare-Piece Naoi

The photo is a bronze entitled Nijinsky Hare by artist Barry Flanagan who was famous for Hare sculptures 
Watch a 2012 BBC4 film ‘The Man Who Sculpted Hares’ here https://vimeo.com/111528057
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The machinery is closing in.

There’s a tap on the inside of my mind

Leaking.

Once I thought I understood -

Something.

Then I relished in the knowing of -

Nothing.

But the complex pieces of the puzzle

Are now not only muddled

They have been prised apart

And laser cut

Into an apocalyptic picture

Impossible not to look upon.

Peeled back, all that sits beneath

Is a Shakespearean tragedy of greed.

The justification of which

Litmus paper bleeds

Into the collaborative psyche 

Palpably. 

The heart of humanity

Prised apart

Beneath skin.

The pendulum swinging.

For every time a lie is told it starts the doomsday clock

Tick tock - tick tock - tick tock 

But a clock pendulum often stops

After its been moved.

When its casing leans at a slightly different angle 

To what it’s used to.

A jolt of collective fear perhaps.

An eye that opens that will not shut.

And then another one.

Searching out the other eyes to look upon.

There was some truth once,

Buried beneath the layers of this myth.

Some see’s it.

But those that do must wear its pain.

Heavy rain-soaked layers.

Injustice

On top of injustice

Stitched with injustice.

Till it’s just this.  

And the open eyed are gas lit.

Made to appear delinquent.

And again the clock starts ticking.

Tick tock – tick tock- tick tock

The repositioning ignored 

As the pendulum swings once more.

Greed.

The genetically-modified Terminator seed.

Unable to re-germinate

Leaving the topsoil pointless anyway.

A knotweed prolifically strangling beauty

Till there’s nothing actually worth Anything TO leave.

The irony of ironies.

And those with open eyes stuck

Watch that doomsday clock

Hear its, tick tock- tick tock – tick tock

And eventually chuckle.

Their preparations for the end their last defence

Against the greatest lie of all.

For at least they always knew.

That everything eventually must go.

We all do anyhow.

The Doomsday Clock
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Throw a flare into the future

Imagine there’s a tomorrow

Because there is, extending from the Long Now

And if Now is all there is, make it optimistic

Radical in these times

Optimism is a strategy

Deep digging now, Pilgrims

Be brave 

Hold firm

Straddle the afraid

It’s inside anyway

Be true to one another

Let love remain

Throw a flare into the future

To help see in the darkness

When it’s all-enveloping

(It’s not)

Look within

Deeper now

Ignite your spirit

Reignite every time you’re spent

(You’re not)

Get the stores in

Prepare

Now ready for the winter

Are you really ready, though?

Then let’s go

This pyramid isn’t building itself, y’know

A Flare





‘The crossroads where three rivers and three counties meet.’

Sybil Leek wrote many books on occult and esoteric subjects and was dubbed 

‘Britain's most famous witch’

Born in Stoke-on-Trent during 1917, she described her birthplace as

a jackdaw, which she named Mr. Hotfoot Jackson.

As Molly had done before her, Sybil took to keeping

decorated with astrological symbols. 

Leek claimed to have been descended from a witch 

named Molly Leigh, who had been accused during

the witch trials of the 17th century.

lifestyle by marrying her music teacher when

She established her eccentric and unorthodox

was derided by her family who chose instead to teach 

her of animals, birds and herbs. Her father recited 

Shakespeare and introduced her to mystical Eastern 

religions, while her grandmother baked pies

she was only 16 years old.

From an early age she learnt the secrets of nature but 

only had three years of orthodox schooling as this

Although the village of Burley benefited from 

those visitors who were curious to meet a real-

life witch, many residents were unhappy with 

the attention that she brought.

Her landlord refused to renew the lease on her 

property, which prompted her to move away 

and emigrate to the United States of America.

For several years Sybil lived with gypsies in

the New Forest where her knowledge of nature 

was augmented by her surroundings.

At the age of 20 she moved back with her 

family, opened three antique shops and even

became a TV reporter, which itself presented 

an opportunity for her to be filmed in a 

mediumistic trance during 1963.

Whilst in New York, she was contacted by Hans Holzer, a parapsychologist, who invited her 

to join him in investigating hauntings and other psychic phenomena.

Together, they conducted numerous TV and radio programmes on these subjects.

When Leek moved to America, she became known as an astrologer

and was invited to appear on a TV programme called ‘To Tell the Truth’

She relished this opportunity and flew to New York City, where she gave numerous 

interviews, openly describing the ways of the Old Religion.

 

in bringing a greater awareness of witchcraft to those who wished to form traditional covens.

She never ceased using her wit and celebrity to advance the truth about Wicca, the craft of the wise.

The press persistently confused witchcraft with black magick and Satanism, but Leek was instrumental

Sybil Leek died of cancer on 26 October 1982 in Melbourne, Florida.
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Sorcery Begins at Home

There’s a popular trope in magicians’ origin stories 
where, to learn the occult and esoteric arts of 
wizardry, they must travel the world. In these tales, 
the would-be magician is generally a white, male 
westerner who appropriates (sorry, learns about) 
real magic from some ancient exotic other, who 
has been uselessly sitting on their awesome secret 
for centuries just waiting for a white western male 
who can actually do something with it to come along 
(lookin’ at you, Dr Strange). On the other hand there’s 
an equally popular trope, in magical fiction and fairy 
tales, where the moral of the story is that the secret 
you were looking for was right on your own doorstep 
all along. Oddly, this one seems most common in 
stories with female protagonists (yeah, Dorothy, what 
you wanna go runnin’ off to Oz for, huh?). 

Clearly both these messages are somewhat 
suspect, but maybe the truth lies in between. Sure, 
travel can broaden the mind, expose you to new 
ideas and cultures, teach you self-sufficiency and 
be a whole heap of fun, all of which feeds right into 
magical practice. But staying at home can allow you 
to develop a deep sense of place and rootedness, a 
connection to local spirits and entities, and an even 
stronger self-sufficiency that also involves long-term 
responsibility and care. You’re not the footloose 
individual, just passing through and taking what 
you need to get by; you’re someone who belongs 
in a place and so wants to protect it. Who needs to 
manage and nurture the limited resources available 
in their own area. Who’s part of a community with 
the people, plants, animals, spirits and history that 
also inhabit that place. This is actually a far stronger 
position to be in.

Master of the Universe

It’s no coincidence that since Alan Moore declared 
himself a magician he’s only left his Northampton 
neighbourhood on very rare occasions. Moore 
knows that as a magician you make yourself the 
centre of the universe. There’s no need to go 

anywhere, as using magic you make all you require 
come to you.

This is one of the uses of the Lesser Banishing 
Ritual of the Pentagram, the first formal ritual that 
most people learn and one which, in some form, is 
a constant of lifelong magical practice (the classic 
Golden Dawn take is a bit Biblical, what with all the 
angels and that, but there are other versions that 
serve the same purpose). Yes, it’s a banishing ritual, 
to clear the magic zone of any bad vibes before you 
begin. But it’s also explicitly about placing yourself at 
the centre of your own magical universe, where any 
actions you make in ceremony at ground level are 
mirrored in the wider macrocosm. In other words, it 
makes the magic work.

From your position at the centre of the cosmos 
you connect with the earth and the underworld 
beneath you, and with the fiery cosmic forces of the 
sky and stars above. The winds of time are blowing 
through you, as Hawkwind sang. You reach out in all 
directions, through the air and across the sea. You’re 
tuned in to all creation, and the entire multiverse is 
within your reach. So who needs Easyjet, traffic jams 
and seasick ferry crossings?

Travelling Without Moving

Liminal spaces and portals to the otherworld are 
everywhere, including just up the road. As Cat 
Vincent has said, it’s important to know your patch. 
If you can, try walking five minutes in any direction, 
and really engage with what you find. Use all of 
your senses. Make a magical mind-map of your five-
minute island. This is the greater temple you will 
work within.

In our current climate emergency and still-
active pandemic, there are good reasons for staying 
hyper-local. Use magic to improve your immediate 
environment, rather than be a tourist in someone 
else’s. The true pilgrimage is inward and, as The 
Moody Blues sang, “Thinking is the best way to 
travel”. 

The Door

Magic Words
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The system of the Five Elements began with acupuncture, 
a practice grown from a four- to five-thousand-year-
old Asian healing tradition. The Inner Canon, is a two-
thousand-year-old medical text explaining that the 
universe is composed of elemental forces – Water, 
Wood, Fire, Earth and Metal. They proposed that 
behaviour, emotions, health and personalities can be 
distinguished by these categories. Practiced in China in 
many guises, including Fen Shui and Acupuncture, the 
theory was oppressed under Mao Zedong then woken 
again after the cultural revolution. Highly regarded 
acupuncturist J.R. Worsley brought this knowledge 
over to the west and founded the College of Traditional 
Chinese Acupuncture. Worsley taught that everyone is 
born with an elemental imbalance and the treatment 
of this imbalance will lead the body back to health. 
Not presenting treatments here but I give a very rough 
outline of elemental types. We all have each of the five 
elements within us, yet finding one or more elements 
in yourself, family and friends, may help understanding 
how we function as people.

The Five Element wheel of life has each element 
symbolising a phase and energetic quality of life. 
Starting with Water, winter and embryonic time when 
we hibernate. Following is Wood, representing spring 
when we are bursting upward with new energy. Third 
is Fire, summer, warm, joyful freedom. Earth is fourth, 
representing transitions between seasons, the equinoxes 
and solstices. Lastly Metal, representing autumn and the 
end of the cycle.

The organs on the outside of the wheel are yang organs; 
those on the inside are yin organs. Try using Qigong 
exercises to look after the organs of your elemental type .

Water – The Philosopher 
Water people are very loving, charming with an ability to 
look contemplatively at the world. They are interesting 
conversationalists with great ideas and love to talk deep 
philosophy well into the night. With easy access to their 
inner child, they can be extremely entertaining and can 
draw one in to help them. They have patience and don’t 
miss the details. A little unclear about time and how it 
works they need to spend lots of it alone in their ‘cave.’ 
They have great ideas but may not always be able to follow 
things through.

 Loves – Music, poetry, art. 
Animal – Turtle (wise and with its own rhythm) 
Sensory organ – Ears 
Challenge – overcoming fear.

Wood – The Warrior
When a wood person enters a room we can feel their 
presence, even before they speak. Very hardworking, 
they make very good teachers and managers as they give 
instructions easily. They thrive in structures and need 
boundaries. Wood people speak the truth, abhor injustice 
or wrong doing. They may merely be asking you a question 
but they may make you feel shouted at. Once they have 

Five Elements
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said their piece though, they move on. A very faithful, 
generous, kind friend who you can rely on.

 Loves – planning, organising. 
Animal – Bulldog (strong and with purpose) 
Sensory Organ – Eyes 
Challenge – overcoming anger, forgiveness

Fire – The Wizard
This excited, carefree personality lights up any room with 
joy. Constantly believing they can, and want to, give it all, 
to everybody! Fires live in the present, they enthusiastically 
believe in you and want to help. Sometimes they can burn 
so brightly for so long they need to stop and rest. Born to 
network they may over commit as their favourite word is 
a genuine “yes”. 

Loves – to perform and amuse 
Animal – The Dolphin (happy, social and fun-loving)
Season – Summer
Sensory Organ – Tongue
Challenge – Overcoming panic

Earth – The Caretaker or Midwife
Earth people are very loyal and often healers who will look 
after others with a passion. They are compassionate, have 
heartfelt connective commitment and avoid conflict. As 
midwives, nurses, parents or gardeners they are efficient 
and accomplish what they set out to do. With a tendency 
to be indecisive and do what others want rather than 
themselves. Great listeners and wise councillors they 
create a space for people to shine.

 Loves – to give, be with others 
 Animal – Golden Retriever (lovable, loyal, friendly, 
kind) 
Sensory organ – Mouth
Challenge – Worry, setting boundaries. 

Metal – The Alchemist
Metal people have the ability to chip away at things until 
they get perfection – the diamond in the rough. Aspiring 
to the spiritual it is rare to see their emotional side as they 
yearn to find their own purpose in the world. Constantly 
striving for perfection, they believe they can get everything 
done, they can’t all the time. 

They occasionally feel the grief for the world, or the 
ethics of the planet. Courageous and calm under pressure 
they like to do things the way they have always been done 
– to very high standards.

Loves – to work at finding excellence 
 Animal – The House Cat (intelligent but often 
reluctant to be social)
Challenge – grief, letting go
Sensory organ – Nose

Further reading – The Five Elements Dondi Dahlin, Touch for Health John Thie
With thanks to 
Jim MacRitchie – Qigong practitioner/teacher   The Personal Energy Centre 
Louise Cooke – Holistic Therapist www.louisecooke.co.uk
The Eden Method www.edenmethod.com
Gabriel Roth and Five Rhythms community.

Five Elements
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Should have wrote a poem

Last night I was too drunk

And this blinking fucking cursor

Is not helping my funk

Today there is some daylight

Cast across my room

A warmth upon my face

That cuts right through the gloom

Sometimes you’ll find things clearer

At the bottom of a drink

Mostly there’s self-loathing

And vomit in the sink

I’m dusting off the cobwebs

Heading for the light

Shaking off the demons

That mostly come at night

Yet another fresh start

Is just around the bend

Another chance to fuck things up

Or perhaps some time to mend

It’s never really too late

To tun it all around

And when it’s time to fall again

I know I can bear the ground

It’s good to share these musings

Even though they’re not too sunny

Next month I’ll be a cheery soul

And will make this page more funny

Make Mine a Half
The Procrastinator
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Bob’s your Auntie - No problem too weird 
 
 

The views of Auntie Bob should be taken with a pinch of salt as 
she comes from an alternate reality which has differing 

dimensional parameters. 
 

Question for Auntie Bob:  
I am lucky enough to have a 
small piece of (very overgrown) 
land in the city. I would like to 
grow from it 
an art/magick microculture. 
How do I begin? 
 
It seems to me like you already 
have begun! The seed of an idea 
is planted and now for it to 
grow you need to nourish it 
with daylight, keep focused. 
Water it and give it nutrients, 
figure out what the elements 
are that will make it a safe 
happy place for you and others. 
Prune when needed, set 
boundaries. Encourage 
everyone to be kind and gentle 
gardeners and before you know 
it beautiful flowers will erupt. 
Bullshit makes good compost. 
Sadly it’s the wrong climate for 
growing ginger.  
 
Dear Auntie Bob 
When are we going to be 
allowed to drop the oh so 
British, Keep calm and carry 
on? Do you think anytime soon 
we’ll be able to scream, cry and 
admit that this is a load of 
scary, crazy, fucking shit and 
holding it together is no longer 
an option? Asking for a friend. 
 
Have a look at what you have 
asked: “when are we allowed…” 
You need to remember that you 
are the master of your own 
reality tunnel, allow yourself to 
do what is necessary whilst 
retaining enough where-with-all 
not to hurt yourself or those 
around you. LET IT RIP! 
 
Dear Auntie Bob, 
Which way to the lighthouse? 
Librarian x 
 
You could ask Virginia Woolf 
she might have an answer… 
 

 
Dear Auntie Bob,  
What is the point? Xx 
 
I think, perhaps, the dictionary 
has the best answer: 
noun: point; plural 
noun: points 
 
The tapered, sharp end of a 
tool, weapon, or other object: 
"the point of his dagger" 
 
In Archaeology a pointed flake 
or blade, especially one that has 
been worked. 
 
In Ballet another term 
for pointe. 
 
In Boxing the tip of a person's 
chin as a spot for a blow: 
"Andrews caught him on the 
point" 
 
The prong of a deer's antler: "a 
fine buck of eight points" 
 
A dot or other punctuation 
mark, in particular a full stop. 
 
A decimal point: "twenty-three 
point five" 
 
A dot or small stroke used in 
Semitic languages to indicate 
vowels or distinguish particular 
consonants. 
 
A very small dot or mark: "the 
sky was studded with points of 
light" 
 
A particular spot, place, or 
position in an area or on a map, 
object, or surface: "turn left at 
the point where you see a sign 
to Cerne Abbas" 
 
If you should require extra-
dimensional gardening tips, 
vagueries, flippant nonsense 
and the odd pearl please 
contact Auntie bob via  
auntie_bob@outlook.com  
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Bricklayer here. It’s Bodge deadline day and I’m a bit 
high, so I guess it’s time for one from the heart. 

I sense that story is dead. Sure, we can rehash the 
old stories endlessly to entertain ourselves – and 
there’ll always be something new to discover – but on a 
fundamental level: story is dead. I don’t just mean artistic 
stories: I mean academic stories, political stories, personal 
stories. As a storyteller of any kind, there’s nowhere left 
to go. 

A story requires desire. A profound desire coming 
from a protagonist. Then we stack up the forces of 
antagonism against this noble soul and delight in seeing 
just how far they are prepared to go. 

But deeper than that, desires are formed from values. 
A story is really a value-exploration machine. It allows 
you to ask; what is worth fighting for? What is worth 
losing everything for? What is of ultimate concern? A 
story allows you to see the flip side too: What happens if 
you lose sight of that, or choose something else?

So we have a protagonist, with values that must be 
tested (or discovered) and a profound desire. So now we, 
as storytellers, are going to push them to the end of the 
line. We’re going to push them and push them and push 
them until they experience what no human should have 
to endure. 

And then, when their backs are against the wall, when 
all is seemingly lost; we’re going to ask them to make a 
choice. 

And at that moment of choice they are going to reveal 
the profound truth of who they are. What, when push 
truly comes to shove, do they really value? And in that 
moment, the wisdom is gained, the lesson is unlocked 
and the deepest values of the audience can potentially be 
changed. 

So when I say story is dead, it’s not strictly true. We’re 
actually at the second act climax. We are at the end of 
the line, no doubt. Every conceivable force of antagonism 
has been stacked against us, all is seemingly lost, and we 
stand, backs against the wall, facing, as a species, the 
ultimate choice. And how else could The Great Writer 
bring this story to its climax? What artist worth their salt 
could do less? 

What adds to the pressure, to the fiendish difficulty 
of making this choice, is the hopelessness of feeling that 
even if I make the right choice, unless everyone else 
does, it’s pointless. It’s ingenious. The writers of Sherlock 
couldn’t better it. A right proper Gordian knot. 

And I sense this knot tightens because something is 
missing from our stories: A telos. 

Telos has been stolen from us by the rationalists, those 
fuckers. Telos is the pull. The telos of a seed is the sun 
– the sun is that which pulls the seed’s growth towards 

it. We as a species have long sensed a pull. But no more. 
Postmodernism kidnapped it, and ecological collapse 
is torturing it to death. But what is the point of gaining 
experience and knowledge – wisdom even – if there is 
no telos? No point? 

A protagonist who comes to suspect that their 
profound desire is fundamentally impossible to achieve, 
gives up – and thus the story is shit. No sense of telos = 
shit story.

And so our stories resorted to the pull of apocalypse, 
rather than the divine: a more rationally acceptable telos, 
a sensed singularity of the most malevolent kind. 

But – here’s a thought – were the storytellers the 
canaries in the mineshaft – or the mindless manufacturers 
of this dangerous pull? As Barbara Marx Hubbard pointed 
out, “what humanity has imagined, it has so far always 
become.” 

So the mythos that has thickened over millennia 
deposits us here. The pursuit of the desires of the 
protagonists that preceded us has led us to: the choice 
point. I’m not talking collectively, and therefore at a safe 
abstraction, I mean a choice for each individual who 
finds themselves in this story. 

So what is the choice? Well, that’s also for each of us to 
decide. What the choice is is part of the choice. 

Here’s one that might be up to the challenge: the 
choice to live completely and exclusively, from here on 
in, to the absolute best of our abilities, according to what 
we personally value most. 

And I’ll add this: to create/intuit/surrender to: a telos. 
My telos is this: We are in the ultimate artistic/

alchemical/magical process; I can’t see the ultimate 
destination, the process does not allow it; and I, as I 
have learned many times, must do nothing but trust the 
process. 

As anyone who has created art knows, faith is our 
fundamental tool. You’ve got to somehow believe that out 
of chaos, order will emerge - if you can just hold your nerve. 

I may be a Discordian, but only because I’ve dwelled in 
chaos long enough to witness its order-making capacity. I 
trust it. I trust chaos and I trust the process. 

And what do I personally value most? Oh, it’s Love. 
With a capital L. All of em: Eros, Pragma, Ludus, Agape, 
Philia, Philautia, Storge, Mania. And the ones they’ve 
haven’t yet named. 

So that’s my choice: Love or fear? Love. Back against 
the wall, chips down, end of the line, one foot over the 
cliff? It’s love please, Bob. Final decision? Final decision. 
That’s my Act 2 climax. 

And so why do we need Act 3? 
Because any fool can say they’ve made the choice for 

love. Act 3 is there to show that they go on making it. 

Why do we need Act 3?
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Nine Different Doors Into Your Dreams. 

DREAMING IS NOW 
Imagine your dreams as alive. The landscapes as now. The beings as here. 

FAIRYTALE 
Re-tell the dream as a fairytale.

DREAM FORWARDS 
Dreams spring from the deep imaginal realm.  

Spin the symbols and scenes seen into new stories, fill in half-remembered  
dream-wisps with extra tales and tellings. 

DIALOGUE 
Choose a dream character and dialogue with them to discover more about  

who they are, why they’re here, what their desire is. 

DECENTRALISE 
You are but one piece of the dream puzzle. A part of the larger dreamscape.  

Explore the wider map. The side characters, landscape, animals. 

MEET THE DREAM IN THE WAY OF THE DREAM 
Dreams love to be met in the way of the dream. Weave elements of the dream into 

painting, poetry, song, story to keep the dream dreaming. 

ARCHETYPE ARCHEOLOGY 
Become an archaeologist of archetype. Choose one dream visitor.  

Dive deep into the myths, stories, history of a being/place/animal/figure  
that’s visiting you in the dreaming. 

RITUAL 
Create a ritual in the waking world on behalf of the dreams’ desire.  

Listen out for what dreams may come once you do.  
Weave a conversation back and forth across the borders of waking and dreaming. 

MOVEMENT 
Choose a few movements from deep within the dreaming and invite them  

into your waking body. Create a simple sequence with them –  
walk, move, dance the dreaming into the world.
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Will Helm 
Rightly’s 
World of 

Play

★ Step 2: Once you have a character or a story or sense of something to explore feel deeply 

into it. Get into the bodily sensations of this other (way of) being, allow yourself to delve in, 

take actions that help this, observe where your body wants to go, and go with it. Experiment!

Ever your committed and curious captain, Fanny x

★ Step 4: And again. Where next? Or where within? Follow the threads as they emerge 
and express them with sounds, movements, words. Be extravagant!

★ I’ve been playing with this anew myself, and discovered a new play 

persona. Call me Lord Fanny Craddock! I offer you this recipe...

★ As you feel and act, observe whether where you are shifts as you move through 
it. Perhaps it all begins to dissolve? Playful sparks of consciousness in 
particular, loving, perfectly imperfect, powerful bodies, after all... 

★ Step 3: Time to let it go? Move with the flow! Feel into where it might go next, or to 
who. Or do you want to be stuck in aspic?

★ Step 1: Create a space where you feel open and safe to explore, and invite what 
wants to emerge to emerge. Don’t think (too hard) ! You may want to do this as 
part of a sex game, or in an altered state of some kind. Or you may take some 
time coming up with a focused character, or even russian doll set of characters, 
and find somewhere for them to play!

Ingredients: more than a pinch of awareness, experience 
of living with gender, openness to play, a body (or more 
than one, each with the other ingredients), a tumult of 
relational curiosities, a sense of adventure, onions (for the 
layers), aspic, costume bits & other physical props to taste

★ What if there were no men and women?

Do you ever feel you would enjoy exploring a different gender, or 
allowing gender to melt and merge away into something… else? 

★ Forever? Maybe. Or for a moment of playful interaction...



To Womb it may consume,

A scandal lurks at the heart of the Bodge. Horrible, terrible, 
surly, eldritch, scandalous. Not merely that endless horror 
cycle in repeated mispublication of mine own missives. 
This is a scandal more sinister, more profound and more 
pervasive than mine own harrowings.

No. This is a scandal of sausages that are not; of the 
Pop Up And Burn Down Book Club where the sausages 
were roasted; of misappropriate doggerel; of many things; 
of selling boats and sealing whacks and carriages and 
kinks. 

In Bodge #8, the contents page was besmirched by a 
vile doggerel mocking the very staff of Bodgers’ Lives: 
the Noble Sausage. Nor was this done discreetly. This 
was an affront by the Cabal, the Papess Editorial, and 
that entire Monstrous Bataille assembled in subversion 
of Bodging. Sausage Mockers to a body. Hot on the heels 
of Bodge #7 with insinuation and innuendo about “red 
blacksmiths”, this bodes badly for Bodgers everywhere 
and everywhen.

Having failed to mock and belittle and torment mine 
scribing into silence, the veritable CABAL of the Board and 
Bawd of Editorial Sinecuria have taken to the fabrication of 
one “Cecil Porterhouse” – Oh! Lice persecutor! - derisively 
“aged 12 3/4”. The clear and insidious implication of 
“the sausage was withdrawn” is an innuendo that would 
scare horses. Shire Horses. 

The CABAL have gone beyond what incandescent rage 
might remedy.

In the Bodger #1, the CABAL suppressed Bodging. 
Initiating unceasing outrage. The magnificence of The 
Grain Of Sand learning to draw trees must irk the CABAL. 
For that is the endless unsuppression of the inner Bodger 

that can be see upon thee Bodge #1, #2, #3, #4, 5#, #6, 
#7, and #8. In the Bodger #1, the CABAL undertook to 
suppress a single letter: ‘r’ and overlooked the inner tree 
and saplings.

This casual suppression of a single letter is a powerful 
magic. 

The letter R descends from the Ancient Egyptian: 
Hieroglyph for head. Which is merely one of many clues 
to the profound outrage being foisted onto the True, the 
Good, the Beautiful, the Bodger. The letter R is the vōx 
canīna: the hound’s voice:

“Ah, mocker, that’s the dog’s name. R is for the – No, I 
know it begins with some other letter”

(Romeo And Juliet Act 2, Scene 4)
Even the Bawd of Avon knew of the magickals thee 

Bodge Nobbling CABAL would perform. From utter 
suppression of mine missive of Bodger #1 unto the 
Sausage and Blacksmith mockery of Bodger #8, forgeries 
of Bodger #6. It is an eldritch and fathomless horror that 
the CABAL has invoked against all Bodgers. For what? For 
why? For whom? 

The Bodge scandal heart  shall be made known, in thee 
Fecundation of Time, unto those whose wibbling of pencil 
and whiffle of lense and rack-rent of ethic, shimmies a 
shiv betwixt rib and clavicle of all who would turn tree 
to leg.Those harrowing the very Bodger Eye’d with an 
agnotology of their visceral CABAL tentacles.

The CABAL ever advances. The scandal ever deepens.
Beware! Cecil Porterhouse be shilling Horkos. 

Yrs. & c.
sur Hubert Huzzah (postmortuarist)
14 Phalle 148
Bataille De Morsang
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Eighth Circuit intelligence is indicated 
in the Tarot by the Universe Card.

White Light above the head- the eighth 
chakra . Sound DO Look! The Starseed 
Signals (written1974 only published 
2020.) It is R.A.W’sdefence of Leary, at 
a time when Leary was in jail. Leary 
considered the 8 Circuit model to be his 
life’s work. This final circuit is the most 
difficult to explain /define/ express. It 
takes us out of this world into Space 
transcending the normal lifespan of 
a human in favour of concepts of life 
extension, even immortality. These 
Friends, Tim and Bob, go beyond the 
Starseed transmission onto promoting 
the imminent future in Terra11.

Now I’m just putting together a page 
a month; Starseed Signals has 472 
plus XXV pages in forward! (for more 
info get your local library to stock The 
Starseed Signals Robert Anton Wilson).

There are three more Bodge to lodge in 
the material realm. I’m still absorbing 
the implications of this ultimate circuit 
and hanging onto this “normal “reality 
with figures and facts! So I will have 
space to share some transcendental 
texts with you in these future Rags.

For now, in the words of Phil Masters 
at the end of the WARP Play (24 
hours) “I’m part of a tribe that goes 
beyond my idea of time and space… 
I’m communicating beyond the warp 
of conditioning… Light, teach the earth 
to fly above the astral towers! Repair 
all worlds. Prepare to pen frequencies. 
Usurp the ricky-dicky leaders… I’m 
synchronised to the real truth. Flash 
fulcrum! The crystal bodies rhythmic 
form. This is eternity. The reciprocal 
voltage of current bases…”

Starseed Transmissions evokes the 
notion of Evolutionary change, “DNA 
wants a new game; death – rebirth is a 
worn out program… the Age of Aquarius 
is more than a change of style. It is a 
biological – cosmic mutation”

“Come home to the Stars and live 
forever”

The Octave seems to hold “basic 
structural integrity of the universal 
energy process” While being open to 
change and expansion, not closed. It 
takes us into Black Holes of potentiality.

(all quotes are R.A.W. unless otherwise 
stated)

Eight Circuits – Circuit Eight.
Neuro-Atomic/Metaphysiological.  

Individual evolutionary level: (highly speculative) probably post-biological 

As information patterns – apophenia 

Stages 22-24
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How to Become
Invisible

The Invisibles is a comic book that
was also a magic spell, a hypersigil
to change the world. Published
between 1994 and 2000, it told
the story of a network of magi‐
cians fighting against The Outer
Church to liberate humanity.
Decades later, I’m still obsessed by
this book, and it still has effects on
the world. On October 23rd, 2021
it will be the theme of a day-long
event at the Hundred Years
Gallery in London, and everyone

is welcome.
The broad concept of the comic is ‘what if every

conspiracy were true’? It features voodoo, science fiction,
time travel and drugs. The first issue starts with Dane
McGowan, a hooligan from Liverpool, who is rescued
from a prison and initiated into a secret revolutionary
group. He joins a cell including King Mob, a psychic
assassin; Boy, an ex-cop; Lord Fanny, a trans witch; and
Ragged Robin, a girl from the future.
The book is stuffed with references, acting as a primer

to the counterculture. It features ideas from Philip K Dick,
Terence McKenna, Austin Osman Spare, situationism,
the Marquis de Sade, Michael Moorcock and many
others. One of the strongest influences is Robert Anton
Wilson, and the book constantly questions how to know
that you’re fighting for the right side. The book has some‐
thing of the feel of a 90s Illuminatus Trilogy, but with its
own particular influences.
While the book covers serious themes, it avoids the

tedious dark-and-edgy vibe of many ‘mature readers’
comics. Instead, this is a colourful and exuberantly rebel‐
lious series. Morrison really did live up to their claim that
the Invisibles would be a book about everything.
The story was inspired by an alien abduction experi‐

ence that Grant Morrison had after consuming a massive
dose of hash in Kathmandu. As part of the book’s magic,

Morrison embedded himself in the narrative, using King
Mob as an avatar for the person he wanted to be, a cooler,
sexier version of himself. This backfired as he worked on
a torture scene. As King Mob’s lung collapsed and the
character came close to death, Morrison had similar
symptoms, ending up sick in hospital. Magic can be a
tricky thing: after that, Morrison made sure King Mob’s
story went better.
The series ran to 59-issues, which means reading the

entire series is not as easy or as cheap as it might be. The
story sprawls at points and the first volume is sometimes
hard going. Sales collapsed at the time, and it looked as if
the book would be cancelled. Morrison revived the
comic’s sales figures with a magic ritual, asking his readers
to perform a chaos magic ‘wankathon’. It’s not every
comic book that provides its readers with a practical lesson
in sigil working, and boosts its sales figures with magic.
Recently the book had its 25th anniversary, and that led

to me coming together with a group of other fans, and
participating in performances inspired by the book. On
October 23rd, we’re having a one-day event at the
Hundred Years Gallery, 13 Pearson Street, London, E2
8JD, England. We’ll feature live music, video footage of
past performance events and more. Even after all this
time, The Invisibles is still a powerful piece of magic, and it’s
not too late to join in.

Welcome to the 27th Annual Invisibles
Unconvention, an event that has genuinely been
happening every year for 27 years and certainly
wasn't manifested earlier this year by a shadowy
occult order.

Within the hundred years of this gallery you will
be encouraged to talk and experience, exploring
the art and performances, the reading of the
cards and the telling of fortunes. There will be
music, short films, conspiracies, the launch of a
zine, and as every year there will be Donnie.
Featuring Blank Badge, Lord Fanny Craddock,
the Invisible Salon and its many cells, some of
which you may already be a member of and
some of which you may join.
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